About the new “Living the Dream” Class

October 2017

Welcome to Asun’s new “Living the Dream” Class, begun in October 2017. The Radiant Rose Academy seeks to offer a full Spectrum foundation of spiritually related teaching. “Living the Dream” is all about our Master Teacher Asun helping people in their daily lives.

Meeting the daily challenges in our lives, living from a place of inner peace and happiness, healing our past, finding and expressing our joy, living meaningful lives, determining and honoring our values, showing up and making a greater difference in our lives and the lives of others is all included in Asun’s new Class… “Living the Dream”.

This 2 hour class held once a month, allows us to review the natural Laws of Life inherent within our consciousness so that we can consciously work with those Laws to create a healthy, productive, happy, and successful life.


In “Living the Dream” we truly come to understand that 5 human habits really do limit our lives and hold back any desired personal development or personal empowerment. Those 5 habits include criticism, condemnation, judgment, blame, and gossip. Asun shows us how engaging in these habits actually create the many problems and limitations that can show up in a person’s daily life, and He teaches us how to easily set aside those habits.

In “Living the Dream”, we discover how to stop reacting to people and things, and instead learn how to respond to the things that can happen in our daily lives in a way that is loving, thoughtful, and discerning therefore producing better and happier outcomes in all the things we address each day.

Asun encourages us to remember and apply the following: What I conceive, I can achieve, and what I feel, I make real. From this place, we discover how to use our minds in the most constructive and insightful ways in daily decision making, building our ‘Field of Dreams’, setting Goals, and how to change our reality experience so that we are manifesting what we really desire and require in our lives.

We examine how we internalize things in ways that create limitation in our experience and how to internalize our thoughts, feelings, perceptions, and attitudes in ways that produce happy daily experiences and relationships.

This is just a snapshot of our new “Living the Dream” Class. We welcome you.